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WHERE DID
YOU GET
THAT?

IT’S ORIGINAL. IT’S DARING. IT’S UNIQUE. IT’S THE FUTURE, BUT
NOT AS YOU KNOW IT. IT’S NOTHING YOU’VE EVER SEEN BEFORE.
IT’S THE UK’S BEST NEW TALENT. IT’S INSOLENT AND EXCELLENT.
IT’S DOING WHAT YOU ONLY DREAM ABOUT. IT’S BEAUTIFUL. IT’S
BOLD. IT’S WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR.

OUR VISION
IS TO DISCOVER AND SHOWCASE THE VERY BEST OF UNIQUELY AND
SOULFULLY CURATED EMERGING BRITISH FASHION TALENT.

YBD REPRESENTS
YOUNG DESIGNERS (OF ALL AGES) WHO WE BELIEVE TO HAVE A SINGULAR
INTEGRITY AND AN UNSTOPPABLE SPIRIT AT THE VERY HEART OF
THEIR BRAND.

OUR CUSTOMERS
TELL US THEY CHOOSE TO WEAR YBD BECAUSE IT REFLECTS THEIR
OWN SENSE OF INDIVIDUALITY AND AN INSATIABLE DESIRE FOR THE
UNIQUELY PERSONAL.

ONES
TO
WATCH
(B-H)

BAIA
A brand with a mission to create bags that people will
want, use and adore. A small skilled team making each
piece by hand in their Yorkshire workshop, the collection
sees contemporary yet functional bags in on-trend
colours, soft leathers and suedes.
BEAUMONT ORGANIC
Beaumont Organic have turned to the city for Spring/
Summer inspiration. Drawing shapes from the architecture
of Manchester to influence the pattern and embroidery
of the collection, and reflecting on the combination of
contemporary and classic designs.
BRUTA
Bruta, a London based fashion label built around the
founder’s artist background. Its approach is a celebration
of the charms and absurdities of art, culture and
humanity. Their SS17 collection features shirts adorned
with whimsical and wonderful embroidery.
BAIA

CAITLIN CHARLES-JONES
‘Beach Please!’ is a nostalgic and light-hearted look back
at the typical British Seaside holiday. The collection of
fine knitted garments in cotton and merino wool include
easy to wear feminine pieces in a light and dreamy colour
palette, anchored by timeless base colours.
DANIELLE FOSTER

HAVVA

BEAUMONT ORGANICS

GENEVIEVE SWEENEY

ELEANOR BOLTON

Proudly designed and made in London, Danielle Foster
carries her cutting edge, contemporary aesthetic, fusing
modern silhouettes with traditional crafting techniques to
devise a refined bag range that’s elegant and current.
ELEANOR BOLTON
Beautiful tactile jewellery is found in Eleanor Bolton’s SS17
collection. With cotton rope pieces lovingly hand-stitched
and coiled. Necklaces and matching bracelets come in
bold oranges and yellows with gold and silver accents.

FLORENCE BRIDGE
Florence Bridge is focused on creating classic
contemporary pieces with an emphasis on digitally printed
silks, patchwork leather and shearling textures. Her SS17
collection features silk pieces in swirls of blue hues and
metallic finishes on dresses, jackets and bags.
GENEVIEVE SWEENEY
Genevieve Sweeney continues to showcase her artisanal
skill in her SS17 Knitwear Collection. Androgynous
silhouettes are juxtaposed with the softest Scottish
cashmere and textured detailing.
HAVVA
In true Havva style, ‘Hollywood Heartbreaker’ has a
rebellious attitude and tongue-in-cheek accents. Black
leather heels and boots are studded with stars and patent
metallic sliders toughened with the cut-out text ‘Girls
Make Boys Cry.’

CAITLIN CHARLES-JONES

BRUTA

ONES
TO
WATCH
(J-S)

JOE RICHARDS
The art of Joe Richards. His aim is to create an evolving,
seasonal wardrobe for self-possessed women. The
collection is cut for freedom of movement; beautifully
draped and couture finished utilising the finest fabrics.
LONGSHAW WARD
Longshaw Ward’s debut collection concentrates on
beautiful, detailed craftsmanship through contemporary
pieces. Curved lines are used for pattern and detailing
with an underlying structured fit.
MAIRI MCDONALD
‘Off Duty’ by Mairi McDonald is an eclectic mix of
feminine and edgy designs. Beautiful paisley and chevron
patterns are featured on flowing dresses and shirts with
contrasting black leather shorts giving laidback glamour.

PITCHOUGUINA

ORA
This summer sees ORA take on traditional pearls and
brings them to life through fresh and fashion-forward
designs. The delicate and simple jewellery enhances the
innate beauty and timelessness of the pearl.
PITCHOUGUINA
Inspired by melancholic dreams, Pitchouguina SS17
features whimsical polka-dot prints on flowing and sheer
materials teamed with beautifully fitted culottes. A mostly
monochrome colour palette is accented with mustard,
burnt orange and shades of blue.
PORTHIA
New to YBD this SS17, distinctive footwear brand,
PORTHIA integrates three concepts: conceptual femininity,
elegant design and excellence in craftsmanship. Her
collection combines mixes of colour, material and
whimsical touch in shoe creation.

RACHEL ZARKHOSH

PORTHIA

MAIRI MCDONALD

LONGSHAW WARD

RACHEL ZARKHOSH
The Electro Flora Meets Fauna Collection by Rachel
Zarkhosh sees light silk scarves adorned with bright and
colourful digital imagery.
R D LUX
Designed to be treasured, the R D Lux concept is to create
jewellery that can be worn over and over. The SS17
collection embraces sparkling statement pieces in soft
R D LUX

blush tones and high shine metallic.
STARRS LONDON
Inspired and made by traditional Thai techniques,
STARRS LONDON’S signature Chain Collection rewrites
predictable chain jewellery through intricate links of
hand crafted copper hues intertwined with quartz stone.
Unparalleled technical skill and craftsmanship is found
in a collection that represents strength and beauty
bound together.

STARRS LONDON

YBD EMERGING
ARIES
Aries is a return to that 80s sensibility where street wear
was fashion and vice versa.

CAMILLA ELPHICK
Camilla Elphick conjures a digital dreamland filled with
pop motifs and hyper colour.

CHARLIE MAY
The Charlie May woman remains effortless in her
approach to understated style. True to the Charlie May
signature, rich colour and relaxed silhouettes define
the collection.

MAHA LOZI

DEAR FRANCES
Dear Frances elevates summer mules and slides with
patent leather, block heels and Perspex detailing.

EUDON CHOI
‘Francesca’ is inspired by American photographer
Francesca Woodman and her photographs of the
female form.

FAUSTINE STEINMETZ
Faustine’s Spring Summer collection takes inspiration
from denim but with very abstract twists.

FOLK
Folk’s quietly elegant clothing is enriched by subtle details.
As always, Folk has a focus on textures of the fabrics and
characteristics of the minor details.

KELLY LOVE

LF MARKEY

KATE SHERIDAN
A label full of east end character, Kate Sheridan has a
no nonsense but stylish design approach.
KELLY LOVE
The romance of Kelly Love is apparent in all her pieces.
‘The Last Dance’ is for the dreamers, the dancers and the
lovers.

ROSE RANKIN

ARIES
ARIES

REJINA PYO

CAMILLA ELPHICK

LF MARKEY
Beautiful clothes for practical women is the aim for LF
Markey, and this is no different for SS17.

LILY KAMPER
Lily’s love of colour is shown throughout all her collections
with each piece dyed by hand and each colour mixed
individually.

MAHA LOZI
Extraordinarily crafted jewellery in zircon and semi-precious
metals means Lozi’s collection is striking yet affordable.

REJINA PYO
“Simple but eye-catching” is how Rejina Pyo describes her
work. Her Spring/Summer collection is just this with a mix
of pouf-sleeve dresses and tops in dazzling shades and
practical denim pieces.

RENLI SU
Staying true to her love of roomy silhouettes, Renli Su
includes wide leg trousers and oversized shirts in creamy
colours with accents of pale blues and lilacs.

ROCKINS
The British-born label, Rockins has a uniquely cool
rock ‘n’ roll feel. Their silk scarves are the vintage-style
insouciant accessory with an impeccable British pedigree.

ROSE RANKIN
‘Sugar Rush’ focuses on Rose’s signature retro sports
silhouettes using metallic finishes, light reflective surfaces
and micro prints.

EUDON CHOI

YBD FINDS
AKSHA FERNANDEZ

BELLA SINGLETON

The SS17 ‘Summer Burst’ Collection is a brighter and

The signature Bella Singleton aesthetic shines through

bolder colour palette, with the idea for a woman to

in her SS17 collection. Striking and detailed patterns

dress toe to head, matching your clothing to your shoes.

are morphed into a wacky & wonderful combination

The ethos is for a woman to express herself the way she

of images. The new collection sees a beautiful array

is and nothing else.

of colours fitting for the season.

ALEXA MILNE

ELLIS WHITE

Giving life and longevity to usually overlooked materials,

With construction at the heart of the design process,

Alexa Milne uses recycled silver to create delicate and

Ellis White creates contemporary footwear and accessories

unique jewellery that reflects both contemporary style

while still maintaining a hands-on approach. Hollie’s

and sustainability.

passion for material innovation shines through for
SS17 through asymmetric heels and beautifully
constructed sandals.
JAM LOVE
The Colourful Air Collection is inspired by the designer’s
last trip back to Beijing, blue sky followed by landing in
to a smog filled city. The industrial metallic on new Italian
cotton frock backing canvas, reminding the end users
about making products and ecological methods, less
mess and harm to our cities we love.
MARLOW LONDON
Marlow London seeks to combine conceptual art and
fashion to bring a fresh tongue-in-cheek approach to
the world of luxury accessories. Inspired by consumer
culture and social satire, Marlow London’s designs aim
to challenge the consumer’s perception of luxury.
OFKT
OFKT is a brand with sustainability at the core of its ethos.
Designed and created by artisans in Yorkshire, OFKT use
offcuts of leather with infinite skill and tenderness to make
their shoes and take part in a more sustainable way of life.

BELLA SINGLETON

PORTHIA
New to YBD this SS17, distinctive footwear brand,
PORTHIA integrates three concepts: conceptual femininity,
elegant design and excellence in craftsmanship. Her
collection combines mixes of colour, material and
whimsical touch in shoe creation.
RACHEL ZARKHOSH
The Electro Flora Meets Fauna Collection by Rachel
Zarkhosh sees light silk scarves adorned with bright and
colourful digital imagery.

ALEXA MILNE

CREASE

COR

ELLIS WHITE

CAROLINA WONG
Eco and ethically conscious, Carolina Wong creates
unique and interesting bags in plush leathers, bold
patterns and bejewelled colour palettes.
COR
‘Artist Summer’ is the name of COR’s SS17 collection,
a focus on colour and art with comfort and functionality
at the heart. COR fabrics are developed from hand
paintings and are printed on 100% cotton.
CREASE
Feminine clothes for feminine people. The Crease SS17
collection has a beautiful & airy feel, think soft silk bralets

R D LUX

decorated with delicate embroidered flowers. We also love

Designed to be treasured, the R D Lux concept is to create

that their brand value is to minimise the negative effects of

jewellery that can be worn over and over. The SS17

the fashion industry through ethically made pieces.

collection embraces sparkling statement pieces in soft
blush tones and high shine metallic.

ED-LONDON
ED-London designs beautiful and intricate luxury scarves

WYTHE BEA

inspired by places the designer has travelled, memories

Collection 1 by Wythe Bea combines the founders’

and feelings of nostalgia. Bursts of colours give instant

interests in design, music and textiles. Shot around the

sophistication and will bring any outfit to life. These are

coasts of Kent, the collection features cashmere bombers,

timeless pieces, not dictated by the current trends.

mini dresses in ice cream pinks and corduroy pieces in
beautiful blues.

EDWARD MONGZAR
Mongzar’s collection is filled with truly unique pieces made
with fabrics created by an old age weaving technique found
in traditional tribal clothing. Beautiful marbled prints feature
on flowing tops, dresses and trousers.

YBD
ALUMNI

FOUNDED IN 2010 YBD HAS A FIERCE REPUTATION FOR
DISCOVERING AND SHOWCASING WHITE HOT DESIGN TALENT.
Our alumni include: J.W. Anderson (womenswear); Felicity Brown; Rejina Pyo; Renli Su;
Charlotte Taylor; Lily Kamper; Joanne Stoker; Jena.Theo; Sophie Hulme; Imogen Belfield;
Teija Eilola; ARIES; Bionda Castana; Eudon Choi; Dear Frances; Simeon Farrar & many more…

DEAR FRANCES

ARIES

SIMEON FARRAR

ARIES

DEAR FRANCES

EUDON CHOI

RENLI SU

REJINA PYO
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